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Abstract 

Honeycomb is a two-dimensional periodic cellular material that is relatively strong and stiff normal to the 

microstructure. Due to the normal aramid paper honeycomb core (NAPHCM) was microwave transparent 

material, the absorber of microwave absorbing honeycomb-core materials plays an important role on the 

absorbing property. In this study, we choose the active carbon as the absorber, and the aramid paper 

honeycomb as the base materials. We also investigated the influence of the surface area of active carbon 

and the thickness, cell dimension and density of microwave absorbing honeycomb core materials (MAHCMs) 

on the reflectivity of MAHCMs. The results showed that the higher thickness of honeycomb, the MAHCMs 

had lower reflectivity. The honeycomb cell dimension of 2 mm of MAHCMs had lower reflectivity than that of 

the honeycomb cell dimension of 3 mm. 
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1. Introduction
With the development of the radar detecting technology, the stealth technology of the weapon and 

equipment is important in the military area.1 In aerospace, some absorbing microwave structures 

are required load carrying property.  An efficient way is to combine the electromagnetic behavior 

and mechanical into a structure.  Except these, the light weight is also an important factor which 

should be achieved.2  Honeycomb is a two-dimensional periodic cellular material that is relatively 

strong and stiff to the normal microstructure.  Honeycomb materials have a wide range of 

applications such as aerospace, rolling stock, automotive, building, marine, electronics and 

packaging, as core in sandwich panels.3,4 Usually, the honeycomb core materials are parepared 

through dippting method.  Hence, the microwave absorbing honeycomb can be prepared through 

mixed the microwave absorber into the dipping resin solution, and will be a good choice as 

microwave absorbing core materials in stealth technology.5  

Due to the normal aramid paper honeycomb core material (NAPHCM) was microwave transparent 

material (as shown in Figure 1), the absorber of honeycomb-core materials play an important role 

on the absorbing property of microwave absorbing honeycomb-core materials (MAHCMs).  Hence, 

in order to achieve high efficiency of the reflection loss of the MAHCMs, the absorber with excellent 

absorbing efficiency of electromagnetic waves need be used.  The absorber of honeycomb-core 

materials is usually non-magnetic materials, especially carbon material.  A good absorber is based 

on two basic conditions.  First, the absorber must exhibit impedance matching, such that 

electromagnetic waves can enter the material without reflection as much as possible.  Second, the 

absorber must exhibit attenuation matching, such that the electromagnetic wave can be consumed 

as much as possible and has close contact with the complex permittivity and complex permeability. 

The electrochemical activity of amorphous carbon (such as carbon black, active carbon and so on) 

is primarily originated from numerous graphitization areas within the whole carbon matrix, which 

also play a key role on their dielectric properties.6,7 



Figure 1 The reflectivity of NAPHCM and MAHCM 

Compared with the carbon black, the active carbo has large surface area and porosity.  From the 

reported of the literatures, 8-14 porous and large amount of interface may contribute to the higher 

electromagnetic wave absorption capability due to their interfacial polarization and multi-reflection. 

Meanwhile, this special structure is benefit for its lower density.  Therefore, the active carbon may 

be a proming absorber of MAHCMs.  In this work, a novel MAHCMs was prepared with the 

NAPHCM and phenolic resins as the base materials and the active carbon as the absorber.  

2. Experimental

The aramid paper honeycomb was prepared from foil through the procedure as follows.  Firstly, the 
foil goes through the printed the adhesive lines.  Then the foil is cut into a set size and stacked into 
piles using the stacking machine.  Secondly, the stacked sheets of foil are pressed through heated 
press to allow the adhesive to cure and bond the sheets of foil together, forming a block.  The block 
can be cut into slices according to the thickness of honeycomb.  Finally, the honeycomb core was 
expanded to the degree of regular hexagon.  

The honeycomb core is then coated with microwave absorbing materials through dipping the 
microwave absorbing solutions.  The absorbing solutions contains phenolic resins (≥70 wt%) and 
active carbon powers (≤ 30 wt%).  The active carbon powers were mixed with phenolic resins 
solution using a high-speed mixer.  The honeycomb core was dipped into the absorbing solutions. 
Then the honeycomb core was taken out of the absorbing solutions and putting it on the desk in 
order to dry the solvent.  This process would be repeated until the density was achieved the given 
value, and the honeycomb core materials would be put into oven and cured under 180 °C for 2 h.  
Then the MAHCMs were obtained (Figure 2(b)).  

Figure 2 (a) The micro-morphology of active carbon and (b) the picture of MAHCM 

The morphology of active carbon as measured through SEM.  The surface area of active carbon 
was measured through BET method.  The surface area of active carbon used in this work is about 
2000 g/m2.  The microwave absorbing property was measured through the Radar Cross Section 
(RCS) method according to the national standard GJB 2038-94.  In order to measure the normal 
incidence reflectivity, the antennas are located as close as possible.  2-PF-20-120, the name of 
MAHCM sample means that the cell dimension of honeycomb is 2 mm, the dipping resin is phenol 
formaldehyde resin (PF), the thickness of honeycomb is 20 mm and the density of the MAHCM is 
about 120 kg/m3.  
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3. Results and discussion
The morphology of active carbon was showed in Figure 2 (a) and the diameter was about 5~30 µm. 

The shape of active carbon was irregular, which might be advantage to the scattering of microwave, 

and this would increase the interfacial polarization, multi-reflectivity and absorbing of microwave in 

the honeycomb cell which could enhance the attenuation of electromagnetic waves.  What’s more, 

the large surface area was also good for the reflectivity and attenuation of electromagnetic waves. 

These indicated that the active carbon might be a promising MAHCMs absorber.   

Usually, the surface area of active carbon absorber and the thickness, cell dimension and density 

of honeycomb are the important factors of the MAHCMs, which play important roles on the 

absorbing property.  Hence, in this study, we investigated the influence of these factors on the 

absorbing property of the MAHCMs.  Figure 3 showed the influence of different surface area of 

active carbon on the reflectivity of MAHCMs.  The result indicated that the MAHCMs with the active 

carbon with higher surface area as absorber have lower reflectivity, and this might attribute to the 

higher interfacial polarization and multi-reflection due to higher surface area of active carbon.   

Figure 3 The influence of surface area of active carbon on the reflectivity of MAHCMs 

The thickness of the honeycomb is one of the most important factors for the absorbing property of 

the MAHCMs.  From the results of Figure 4, with the increasing of the thickness, the effective 

absorption bandwidth (WAB) which means the reflectivity below -10 dB (>90% electromagnetic 

wave is attenuated) is increasing.  And when the thickness is 35 mm, the effective absorption 

bandwidth can achieve 14 GHz.  This might attribute to the higher thickness, the more multi-

reflectivity and absorbing.  Therefore, the MAHCMs with higher thickness, the reflectivity will be 

lower.   



Figure 4 The influence of the thickness of honeycomb on the reflectivity of MAHCMs 

The MAHCMs with different cell dimension have different reflectivity.  Here we compared the 

reflectivity of MAHCMs with the cell dimension as 2 mm and 3 mm (Figure 5).  The results showed 

that when the cell dimension was 2 mm, the MAHCM had lower reflectivity.  This might because of 

the more honeycomb cell, more interfaces and more absorber in the same area which would bring 

more reflective-attenuation, and then resulted in more absorbing and lower reflectivity.  Therefore, 

to some extent, the MAHCMs with smaller cell dimension may have lower reflectivity of 

electromagnetic wave.   

Figure 5 the influence of the cell dimension on the reflectivity of MAHCMs 

When the base honeycomb cores have the same density, the different density of MAHCMs means 

the MAHCMs consisting different content of absorber.  Figure 6 showed the reflectivity of MAHCMs 

with different density.  The MAHCMs with the density of 120 kg/m3 have the largest effective 

absorption bandwidth, which can achieve about 14 GHz, which was higher than the effective 

absorption bandwidth of the MAHCMs with the density of 80 kg/m3 and 190 kg/m3.  The indicated 

that there was an optimum density of MAHCMs, and we should find the best density in order to 

obtain the MAHCMs with lowest reflectivity.  In the further work, we will investigate the more 

MAHCMs with different density, and do our best to find the best ones. 

Figure 6 The reflectivity of MAHCMs with different density 

4. Conclusions

In this work, we have prepared the microwave absorbing honeycomb-core materials with the 

porous active carbon as the absorber, and these microwave absorbing honeycomb-core materials 

have good absorbing property and low reflectivity.  The results showed that with the increasing of 



the thickness of the MAHCMs, the effective absorbing frequency bandwidth is increasing.  When 

the thickness is 35 mm and the density is about 80 kg/m3, the effective absorption bandwidth can 

achieve 14 GHz.  With the density of MAHCMs increasing, the effective absorbing frequency 

bandwidth will be increasing and then decreasing, which indicated that there was an optimum 

density of MAHCMs, and the appropriate density should be find during the application.  What’s 

more, the cell dimension of MAHCMs should be not too large. 
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